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GUARANTEE 
Cable / Rod components are manufactured 
to the highest possible standards of quality. 

All our products are covered by a twelve 
month guarantee against any problems 
arising through faulty manufacture. 

Should any problems be discovered, please 
contact your supplier. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

C2CW15/30 - CABLES 



IMPORTANT It is essential to check that the top ceiling fixings are 
strong enough to take the weight of the items being displayed whilst 
allowing for the tension in the cables. 

Isolators must be used where power is required through the cables 
(lighting) and fixings are into metal or conductive material.  Isolators 
must be ordered separately. 

Dismantle cables, removing base fittings and disconnect tensioners. 

1) Mark and fix A to ceiling - the rear fitting must be 50mm from wall.
The front fitting must be: 
150mm from rear fitting for C2CW-15 
300mm from rear fitting for C2CW-30 

- for wooden ceilings use a wood screw 
- for cavity walls use a spring toggle bolt 
- for solid walls use a rawplug and screw 

2) Screw fitting B to A

3) Plum down and mark wall for bottom wall fixings C & D
(Allow sufficient room for display and tensioner). 
The distance between C & D must be 
150mm for C2CW-15 
300mm for C2CW-30 

4) Fit bottom fitting C1 into C and D1 into D
Run cables through slots in D1 and replace grub screws loosely. 

5) Loosen the 2 grub screws in small brass fitting E using the allen key
provided and slide fittings up cable. 
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